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/SUMMARY
In April and May of 1951 a geomagnetic survey was carried 

out on the 2? claim property of the Northland Mines (1940) Limited 
in Mann Township, Ontario. The purpose of the survey was to determine 
the asbestos exploration chances following the discovery by Johns- 
Manville of asbestos fibre of commercial grade on the property adjoin 
ing south of Northland's. The results of the survey show an area of 
about 12 claims of the property to be underlain by peridotite rook 
formation favorable to asbestos occurrence. The claims are generally 
overburdened but the few peridotite outcrops present on the west claims 
of the property show some evidence of asbestos present. At this 
location shallow overburden will permit surface trenching and it is 
recommended that this be the first step in the exploration of the 
property. In addition, 2000 feet of preliminary exploratory drilling 
is recommended to be drilled in three holes.

The attitude of the peridotite is indicated to be a sheet 
or sill flat dipping to the north in which small areas are either 
eroded away or overlain by shallow basins of the greenstone volcanic 
country rook.

Two faults are shown by the survey to cross the peridotite 
area with which may be associated subsidiary faulting.

Other mineral occurrences which have been found associated 
with peridotite in the area are copper, nickel, chromium, and platinum. 
Evidence of these should be watched for in the exploration for asbestos.

-INTRODUCTION

The geomagnetic survey of the Northland Property in Mann 
Township has been carried out following the discovery of asbestos filrre 
on the property of Johns Manville adjoining to the south. This dis 
covery is of interest as being in a newly explored area where a fairly 
widespread occurrence of favorable serpentine rooks is indicated. 
Investigation is restricted by a minimum of outcrops. However over 
burden is neither difficult nor deep and direction for diamond drilling 
can to some extent be determined by outlining the asbestos host rook 
which is ordinarily quite magnetic.

The ultra-basic rook area in which the Northland Mann Township 
Property is located is part of a belt of basic intrusives traced some 
75 miles by airborne magnetic work. The trend of the belt is east-west 
and large exposures of these rocks are found only east of Matheson where 
the site of the currently producing Johns Manville operation is located.
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Between the Matheson and the Mann Township outcrop areas is a 
general overburdened farm section. The finding of asbestos fibre 
with the reappearance of these rooks in the Mann Township locality 
indicates widespread exploration possibilities*

 PROPERTY ft ACCESS

The property is composed of one block of 27 unpatented 
olaims(lo80 acres) in Mann Township, Ontario, near Cochrane. The 
claims are situated in concessions IV and V, lots 8,9,10, and 11, 
and are recorded as follows:

T-29841 to T/29855 inolusive 

T-29895 to T-2990? inolusive

Access to the ground amy be made by a 30 mile air flight 
from South Porcupine to Piokeral Lake on the south boundary of the 
property. Two alternative routes are available. One of these is 
by winter road from No. 11 Highway 5 miles west to the property. 
The second route is up the Frederick House River by boat from near 
Cochrane. ,

iURYEY PROCEDURE

The geomagnetic survey was carried out using a Sharpe vertical 
magnetometer with a sensitivity of 16 gammas per scale division. Read 
ings were made at 100 foot station intervals established on north-south 
picket lines, the picket lines being spaced at 400 foot distances along 
an east-west base line. Closures on boundaries and base lines were all 
read 100 feet apart. During the survey a tie-in was made with the 
Government Magnetic Station at the "Y" in South Porcupine showing 
a reading of minus 160 gammas on April ?th, 1951 at OJ:00 P.M. The ab 
solute value at the station is 58,200 gammas. No normaloorreotion 
is applied to the map readings. A tie-in on the ad^oing^ground to 
the north (Zevely) was made at Zevely Station:- line 26, plus 2900 south, 
showing a reading of 1100 gammas.

GEOLOGY

a. Rook Types and Occurrences

A few rock exposures are found on the property on claims T-29842
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Land T-29896. As borne out by the magnetic survey these outcrops 
show greenstone volcanics on the east part of the property and 
basic rooks, peridotite and dunite, on the west. Adjoining proper 
ty, particularly along the Frederick; House River, shows a few 
more rook exposures and the following types are known.

Keewatin Volcanics: Evidence gained immediately north of the 
Northland Property shows the volcanics to be composed of rhyolite, 
andesite, and basalt, the more acid rocks frequently showing a 
breccia and the basic volcanics showing pillow structure. These 
rooks are indicated to have a fairly flat dip to the north of about 
35 degrees and a general east-west strike. This would locate the 
Northland Property higher on the anticlinal flank where the attitude 
of the flows might be flatter. These rooks underly the east half of the 
Northland Property and show a few small outcrops of andesite In claim 
T-29896.

Ultra-Basic Rooks: These rooks are intrusions of peridotite and 
dunite and occur as sill-like sheets and masses within the general 
Keewatin country rook. The elongation of most of the peridotite 
bodies is east-west and their length may be as much as two or three 
miles. Serpentinization in these rooks is widespread and they are 
frequently referred to as "serpentines". In the neighborhood of the 
Northland Property these rooks dip fairly flat to the north. Rooks 
of this type underly the northwest part of the Northland ground and 
show in small outcrop on claim T-29B42.

Gabbro: Gabbro rocks are frequently intimately associated with the 
above described peridotites and dunites and may be expected in the 
area. These rooks where found show intrusive contacts and are not 
gradational differentiates of the more basic series.

Later Intrusives: Matachewan diabase is possibly represented in the 
immediate area by outcrops of a highly porphyritic rook termed by 
analysis an "olivine gabbro porphyry". While marginal phases of 
Matachewan diabase commonly show a porphyritic character, the crystals 
in this type are particularly large and widespread. The rook probably 
occurs as north-south dykes and there is geomagnetic evidence of the 
presence of one of these dykes on the Northland Property striking 
through claims T-29844-45~46 in the vicinity of No. l fault.

ljb. Faulting

The west half of the Northland Property lies within a zone of
north-south faulting. This zone appears on the east side of
the Frederick House River in lots 10, 11, and 12. The importance
of the faulting as a looalizer of minerals has not been demonstrated
in the area but if some of the faulting is of the right age
it would no doubt mark favorable prospecting for .............
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asbestos and other minerals. With flat lying rooks it 
should be noted that large apparent offsets and formation 
disappearances may ooour without large displacements.

Overburden

The Northland Property is more than 951* overburdened. Drilling 
experience in the immediate area has shown the overburden to 
be composed of clay with only the exceptional boulder occurrence. 
The average depth above bed-rook is 50 to 75 feet.

INTERPRETATION og SURVEY RESULTS
Examination of the geomagnetic map accompanying this report 

shows a yellow area occupying the east and south part of the property 
varying from minus 1400 to plus 1000 gammas, and a vari-ooloured area 
in the northwest part of the ground showing readings upwards of 1000 
gammas. The step-up from the yellow to the coloured area is about 
4000 gammas and is accentuated by continuing a 100 f contour interval 
as high as the 1000 gamma level. The yellow area may be considered 
as underlain chiefly by volcanics though other low magnetic rooks 
such as gabbro and diabase in the area may be present and indisting 
uishable from the volcanics.

The vari-ooloured western part of the map represents an 
ultra-basic rook area probably to a large extent underlain by serpen- 
jrinized peridotites and dunites. The type of occurrence is shown to 
be one or more sheet like bodies with a flat dip to the north. Those 
areas shown in green and pruple on the map (3000 gammas and above) 
probably cover bed rook occurrences of peridotite and dunite. Other 
areas of blues and orang^ay represent other rook occurrences within 
the ultra-basic rook area, the interpretation depending somewhat on 
the depth of overburden. These may be small areas of volcanics present 
as overlying patches on a shallow dipping peridotite, or ae exposures 
by erosion of the overlying peridotite. They may also be intrusives 
into the peridotite such as gabbros or diabase.

The contact between the ultra-basic rooks and the volcanics 
may be traced approximately by the zero contour line. This would be 
the footwall contact of the sill and would be the thin edge of the 
basic rocks. For this reason the magnetic attraction at the south 
contact does not reach the highreadings found deeper within the basic 
rook area. ^

In claim T-29844 a magnetic low area is outlined near the 
peridotite contact and marked as gabbro. This is probably an In 
trusion of gabbro or diabase. While the body is indicated to be boss- 
like in outline on the map its true shape may be masked by overlying 
peridotite. If i t is a dyke occurrence there are indications of it 
continuing through the Northland Property in the neighborhood of No. l 
fault.
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Two faults are Indicated by the survey both crossing through 
the"gabbro" area in claim T-29844* The No. l fault traverses the 
property from north to south one claim within the west boundary and 
its relative movement is indicated to be to the north on the west side. 
However vertical movement bringing the west side up would also tend to 
migrate formations in the same direction. The No. 2 fault is indicated 
to cross claims T-2?848 and T-2?84? in a north-northeast direction* 
Between No. 2 and No. l faults there appears to be a more deeply over 
burdened area with shallower areas east and west of these faults. 
Faulting of small offset i particularly if vertical would not be discern- 
able on the map but should be looked for in the neighborhood of the 
larger faults.

ICLNER4L OCCURRENCES

Asbestos: On the Northland Property the brief examination of the 
peridotite rooks in claim T-29842 showed threads of asbestos fibre 
and incipient asbestos (picrolite) minerals. Asbestos fibre of 
commercial grade has been found on the property adjoining south of 
the Northland in a peridotitie zone ooourring south of Pickerel Lake. 
This discovery is under exploration at present by Johns banville 
who own the ground. North of the Northland on the property of 
P.B. Zevely the peridotite has yielded many indications of asbestos 
in the course of drilling the peridotite rocks for nickel. Further 
north in Hanna and Reaume Townships the few peridotite rooks exposed 
have been found to contain asbestos veinlets. Conditions favorable 
to asbestos formation are incompletely known but a faulted and 
serpentinized peridotite is considered good prospecting. Frequently 
the fibre zone is confined to one horizon within its host rook 
irrespective of the fact that faulting crosses the whole body.

In spite of the general overburden the Northland Property 
lends itself fairly well to exploration for an asbestos chance. 
This could be done by stripping in the area of shallow overburden 
and diamond drilling north to south, and possibly short vertical 
holes. Trenching should be carried out north-south as much as 
possible as this is across the peridotite formation. Diamond 
drilling should be directed south at angles of 45 degrees and will 
possibly penetrate through the peridotite at distances of 500 feet 
or less.

Copper-Niokel-Platlnum: A small occurrence of rich copper-nickel 
replacement sulphide with associated platinum values was found k 
mile northwest of the Northland ground near the footwall contact of 
a peridotite sill. The showing is in rhyolite. The association of 
the sulphides with a stockwork of calcite and quartz suggests that 
the occurrence is localized by faulting near the contact. The 
mineral association is pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite. Near 
the same location a second type of nickel-copper replacement deposit 
was found in the volcanics 100 feet below the peridotite sill. The
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pyrrhotite in this type is non-magnetic and rarely carried nickel 
values exceeding ifo and had a low chalcopyrite content. A third 
type of nickel occurrence is in silicate form in the comparatively 
fresh peridotite. The nickel percentage in the rook varies from 
O.IJ to 0.35?. probably averaging about p.23?.. While there are 
probably vast tonnages of material of this percentage it is con 
sidered unlikely for mineralogical reasons that the nickel per 
centage would eaoeed 0.40?.. The fact that the peridotite rooks 
are niokeliferous however suggests that where rook differentiation 
of the ultra-basic series can be found would be a likely place to 
look for nickel concentration.

Chromium: Most of the peridotite rooks in the area are chrome 
bearing to some degree as they carry the mineral chromite. In the 
northwest corner of Reaume Township, which corners northwest ofd 
Mann, chromite concentrations have been found in peridotite.

RECOMMENDATIONS
/.,,,.

On claim T-29842 of the Northland Property in the neighbor 
hood of the peridotite outcrops, there appears to be only a shallow 
covering of overburden which may permit a north-south oross-trenohing 
at this location for a claim distance or more. This section of the 
property shows high magnetic readings, up to 10,000 gammas, as well 
as erratic high and low readings which may indicate magnetite concen 
trations such as are found with fibre deposits. It is recommended 
that the first step in the exploration of the property be trenching 
in this locality. As an adjunct to this exploration a proposed drill 

> hole, No. 2, isshown on the map at location: Line 2000 west, plus 
825' north, plus 75' east. This hole is directed east at a 45 degree 
angle to reach the fault or dyke or both indicated by the magnetic 
work. Trenching may permit collaring this hole further east* 
(Drilling 750')*

The south part of claim T-29849 is crossed by the footwall 
contact of the flat, north dipping peridotite sill* It is recommended 
that this be drilled as indicated by diamond drill hole No* l, collared 
350* inside the contact at location: Line 800 east plus 690' south. 
The bearing indicated for the hole is south 12 degrees east, and the 
angle 45 degrees. As the footwall of the sill is probably dipping 
north at an angle flatter than 45 degrees, a 500 foot hole at this 
location will probably penetrate the sill and enter the underlying 
rook which may be volcanic or gabbro. The hole should be extended 
200' below the sill for the possibility of picking up sulphides. 
(Drilling 500')*

At the north boundary of claim 1-29856 a recommended hole 
is shown on the map, Hole No. 3, directed to explore the peridotite 
near the east end of the sill. This i hole location is Line 2800 east
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plus 1320' north, and the hole should be drilled south at 45 degrees 
for a length of 750*, or to a depth of 150* below the peridotite sill 
if the sill is bottomed. (Drilling 750')*

The above recommended exploration will test the property for 
asbestos fibre occurrence at three locations; a. the faulted western 
section, b. the lower contact of the sill, and o. the eastern extrem 
ity of the sill. Exploratory drilling additional to the above could 
be carried out with perhaps a minimum of footage by drilling short 
vertical holes to penetrate those areas shown in purple on the map 
provided the overburden is easily handles. Such vertical holes 
designed to penetrate 100' of peridotite would give a good prospecting 
of the property.

OOHCLUSION

The property of Northland Mines (1940) Limited shows by 
geomagnetic survey an area of approximately 12 claims of peridotite 
formation favorable to asbestos occurrence. The very limited peridotite 
outcropping on the property shows some evidence of asbestos fibre and 
on the adjoining property of Johns Manville asbestos fibre of commercial 
grade has been located. Other asbestos fibre occurrences show in the 
locality. The property should be explored for asbestos by surface 
work and diamond drilling.

Other minerals found in the area associated with peridotite 
rook formation have been found to carry copper, nickel, chromium, and 
platinu.m.Work directed to asbestos exploration should be examined 
for evidence of these metals.

SURVEY DATA ft ASSESSMENT WORK DISTHIBUTION 

Details of Survey

The survey was begun April 1st, 1951 and completed May 20th. A 
total of 24.5 miles of line were out, chained, and picketed including 
base lines. A total of 1563 stations were established at which 
magnetic readings were taken.

The following is a breakdown of the actual man-days required to 
complete the survey:

(a) line Cutters - 8 men April 1st to 17th 
Sherman Tough, Swastika, Contractor 
125 man days x 4

(b) Instrument Operators A Assistants 
April 1st to May 20th 
Magnetometer L.B. Merrel, Swastika, 45 days x 4

500 days

180 days
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Sherman Tough, Swastika 45 days x 4

(o) Consultants-Field Work
E.L. MacVeigh 8 days x 4 
G.i1 . Greenaore #8 days x 4

(d) Office Work
E.L. MaoVeigh 16 days x 4 
G.F. Greenaore 18 days x 4 
A.E. Ross 12 days x 4

180 days 

52 "

64
72
48

Total 1108 days

Assessment work Distribution

on eaoh of claims T-29841 to T-2?8^8 inclusive 
and T-29895 to T-2990J inclusive (27 claims) 40 days

Haileybury, Ontario 
Recorded June l^th, 1951

O
Respectfully submitted by

E. L. MaoVeigh

\ i s 
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